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The design of a kitchen can simplify or complicate your lifestyle. Thereby, you should consider all factors
which can ease off your effort needed to work in the kitchen, when you are planning for a kitchen
redesign. Here in this blog, we will give you some kitchen renovation tips which can help you get your
preferred cooking area.

1. Essentiality of quality products:
People often underestimate the materials used in the kitchen. People finish up purchasing drawers
which don’t stick to its place as well as cabinets which do not stay closed. Opt for fitting made from
durable materials such as MDF boards, laminate boards, veneer boards, melamine boards and particle
boards. You shouldn’t invest in the materials which are not long lasting.
2. Cabinet’s height matters:
The height of a kitchen cabinet depends on the ceilings’ height. If your kitchen’s ceiling is 8 ft. high, then
install cabinets which touch the ceiling during kitchen redecorations. This way, you can have more
storage and additional wall space for artwork and open racks. Well, in case, your ceilings’ height exceeds
more than 8 ft., just leave some space over the kitchen cabinets.
3. Cabinets must be painted and stained:
Although stained-wood cabinets provide a natural look to a home, most finishes are not long durable
and are hard to modify. Brush-painted cabinets are finest options as they require long and accurate
refinishing procedure. Furthermore, they include exclusive style to the kitchen room.
4. Consider the usefulness while installing an island:
Installing a big cube at the center of the room might be a good concept if it is not useful practically.
Don’t place the bulky cube which doesn’t have an airy and open look. Generally, islands are not

overloaded with appliances; however, many people prefer housing a cook top and dishwasher sink
together. Well, it’s better to keep it as easy as possible. Taking care of a leggy utility table’s light look will
make your cooking area wider.
5. Choose right countertops:
A cooking area’s countertop should be enough strong to last long and bear all abuses. However, the
countertop’s beauty and elegance also can’t be avoided. Select white marble stone countertops paired
with stained wood for warmth in the design, or opt for limestone and honed slate coupled with plastic
laminate wood for a more refined look.
Conclusion:
Design should be important for you, but ensure you don’t overdo it. Always remember that whichever
design you select for your kitchen renovations, should be compatible with the kitchen as well as your
home décor.
At Action Tesa, we renovate kitchens as well as the complete home interior. So, contact us today, if you
need to renovate the kitchen of your house.

